Participating in the 2019 Disability Draw

**Register with the Office of Accessible Education (OAE)**
- online registration form
- medical documentation

The Disability Draw is only open to students registered with the OAE.

Get started!
OAECONNECT.STANFORD.EDU

---

**MON, MAR 25TH**

The Housing Accommodation Request Form (HARF) goes live on OAE | CONNECT

**FRI, APR 5TH**

**AXESS** opens for:
Summer 2019 & AY 2019–20 Applications and Renewals

**MON, APR 8TH**

Documentation checkpoint

Need to submit new, additional, or updated medical documentation?

**APR 11TH & APR 15TH**

**TALK TO STAFF FROM:**
- OAE
- Student Housing
- Stanford Dining

**MON, APR 15TH**

**DISABILITY DRAW**

**deadline @ 11:59PM**

**WED, MAY 8TH**

---

Student Housing notifies all Disability Draw participants of their Summer 2019 and/or AY 2019–20 housing assignments.
The OAE does not have assignment details in advance.